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Development of Picture Postcard exhibiting

From national exhibitions . . . 

. . . to FEPA (European Philatelic Federation) Finlandia 2017 which 

included picture postcards as a full exhibiting class for the first time

. . . to FIP introducing Picture Postcards as a competitive class in

o Wuhan, China 2019

o Singapore 2019

o London 2020

o Indonesia 2022

o Cape Town 2022

o New Zealand 2023 - FIAP
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FIP Special Regulations and Guidelines

FIP have issued Special Regulations for the evaluation of picture 

postcard exhibits,

and also

Guidelines for exhibiting and judging picture postcard exhibits.

These documents are the basis for this presentation – but with 

emphasis on how to present technical knowledge
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Common pattern of postcard development

1. Official postcards with pre-printed stamps issued by Post Office

2. Commercial postcards used with adhesive stamps

Examples

Great Britain – 1870 official postcard with pre printed stamp

1872 private card imprinted by Post Office

1894 private postcard with adhesive stamp

A bit of picture postcard history ! 
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New Zealand

1876 Post Office postcard 

with pre-printed stamp

1897 Post Office pictorial 

postcard with pre-printed stamp
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New Zealand

Jan 1899 earliest known picture 

postcard with adhesive stamp.

Commercially published
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Earliest picture postcard for NZ 

but not other countries.



Postal Stationery Class Postcards with pre-printed stamps

Maximaphily Class Adhesive stamp and cancel on picture 

side of postcard, and visual concordance 

between three elements

Picture Postcard Class Postcards with illustrations and 

adhesive stamps, usually on address side

“Postcards” and exhibition classes
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Can these cards be used in a picture postcard exhibit?
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NO – this is postal Stationery as 

it has a preprinted stamp

YES – this is a picture Postcard 

as it has an adhesive stamp



Or this??
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NO – this is a maximaphily 

postcard as it has visual 

concordance.



What about this card ??
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YES – this is a verso picture 

postcard – it has the adhesive 

stamp on the view side.



o Must have an illustration.

o Can be made of different kinds of material – postcard stock,  

aluminium, leather, wood etc.

o Images can be from photographs, or be hand drawn, painted, 

embroidered etc.

o Only original contemporary postcards are allowed.

o Relevant archival material may be used.

o Privately produced picture postcards may be allowed as part of an 

exhibit. Regulations suggest a maximum of 10%.

Definition of a picture postcard
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Definition of a picture postcard

Used cards – evidence that;

1) it has been through a postal service . . . or 

2) a message that shows it was meant to go through the post, 

possibly enclosed in an envelope.

Unused cards – evidence that it is a postcard, such as

1) printed text, address line, or printed postage area on the back, 

showing it was meant to be posted . . .  or

2) printing on the front to show it was produced as a postcard . . . or

3) if neither of these are present, as with some private cards, then if  

printed on postcard stock (not thin photographic paper) ??
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Which of these can you 

use in an exhibit ?

Could use all three – the 

bottom two are picture 

postcards, and the photo 

is a “fore-runner” to the 

postcards.
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Which of these can you 

use in an exhibit ?

Could use both– the 

bottom card is a picture 

postcard, and the 

stereoscopic card  is a 

“fore-runner”.



Can you use these in an exhibit ?

Yes – both are private picture postcards on 

printed postcard stock.
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Can you use cards with a plain back in an exhibit ?
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The card below is by a commercial 

publisher who published many 

postcards on printed postcard stock, but 

this one is on blank postcard stock. 

OK to use.

The card below is printed on blank 

postcard stock. It is a private card, 

and is hand labelled.

Doubtful to use.



We have now covered a brief history of picture

postcards and definitions.

The next section is a summary of the regulations

and guidelines
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FIP Evaluation of Picture Postcard Exhibits

Criteria for exhibits

o Idea, plan (10) and treatment (20) 30

o Knowledge and research 35

o Condition (10) and rarity (20) 30

o Presentation 5  

Total marks 100

Similar to other philatelic classes.

Medals are awarded as in other philatelic classes.
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Presentation (5 points)

o This is the overall impression of the exhibit.

o Headings and subheadings should be clear

o Text should be clear and easy to read.

o Variety in the layout is desirable.

o Framing or matting the cards may improve the visual 

impression.

o Heavily coloured pages should not be used.
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Frame Layout    16 standard pages - 4 rows of 4 pages

Standard page size – 29cm high x 23cm wide, including protectors.

Can be 

4 pages to a row

3 pages to a row

double pages

Or - can use mix 

of page sizes
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Unrelated pages showing a variety of layouts 
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Headings and subheadings can help with presentation and treatment
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Fonts (size, colours), matting etc 

Use a different font, font size or colour to differentiate the story from 

technical information.
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Idea and Plan (10 points)

A picture postcard exhibit will be treated according to topic.

This may be;

o Geographical (topographical), e.g a region or town.

o Thematic, e.g.  transport, animals or birds, historical topic

o Special Aspect, e.g. artist, photographer, postcard type.

o Exhibitor’s own choice of topic.
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Geographical (topographical)

An exhibit depicting the 

features of a town, city or 

geographical region.
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Thematic
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Special aspect – e.g (artist,  

photographer, printing etc)

An exhibit showing the 

work of N.Z. photographer 

and publisher W. T. Wilson.
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The plan

o The introductory page must include a title and a plan.

o The plan must show the intention and structure of the 

exhibit.

o The plan gives a balanced coverage of the topic. 

o The title, the main sections, and subsections, must show the 

structure and logical development of the exhibit.

o The treatment must follow the title and plan.

o Originality and creative ideas will be rewarded
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Intention of the exhibit 

Plan and structure of exhibit, 

including page numbering.

Interesting postcard to engage 

the viewer

Key to differentiate the story 

from technical information, 

and, how rarity is shown.

Bibliography

Title clearly indicates the 

content 
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SIX key aspects on title page
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A one frame exhibit

but still the six key aspects are 

on the title page.

And again on the next slide.
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Treatment (20 points)

o Treatment must be according to the title and the plan. 

o The text should support the postcards not dominate them.

o Each card must have a connection with the storyline.

o The range of postcards should demonstrate the depth and 

breadth of the material available.

o The treatment of technical information (printer, 

photographer, production method, etc) is important.

o There should be a clear distinction between technical 

information and the storyline.
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See example on next slide.

See link from plan on title page to the related section

within the exhibit.
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Pg 81
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Knowledge and Research (35 Points)

This section makes up the bulk of this presentation

1. Subject knowledge and research (informally 15 points)

o Plan and text show a comprehensive knowledge of the topic.

o The topic coverage is balanced.

o Knowledge is demonstrated by choice of postcards, and the 

links between postcards and text.

o Evidence of original research, or in-depth study will be 

rewarded.

It should be easy for the exhibitor to score well in this section.
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2. Card knowledge and research (informally 20 points)

Could / should include; 

o Publisher

o Photographer

o Production method

o Distribution method

o Postal usage if this assists with determining when the 

postcard was issued.
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Technical information is shown in blue italics to distinguish it

from the story line.

But – could this technical information be extended beyond what is

on the card?



The Trocadero. The cross shows where the Wellington 
Auctioneering Co.’s premises stood (the origin of the fire).
Photographer; unknown.   Publisher; unknown. 
Date of issue; unknown. Divided back.
Printing method; letterpress half-tone.

Another type of

layout, but why

tell the viewer

what you don’t

know?



Remember the following . . . 

o Technical information should extend beyond the basic 

information  printed on the postcards.

o Knowledge should be demonstrated across the exhibit, rather 

than necessarily for each postcard.

See examples on the following 20 slides up to slide 59
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Card knowledge – extended information on publisher or photographer

40

Black text is subject knowledge, blue italic text is basic technical 

information, blue non-italicised text is extension of technical 

information.
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Card knowledge - extended information on publisher or photographer

Black text is subject knowledge. The top blue line is basic technical 

information and the next two lines are extension of technical information.



Card knowledge – extension  re distribution method

The top blue line is information provided on the postcard. 

The next four lines are extension of technical information.



How is the postcard image created ??

Artist drawn image

Photomechanical, or, ‘printed.’

(two stage – create plate,  then print) 

Letterpress-halftoneCollotype

Based on 

photographs
Real Photo Postcards - RPP

(direct contact printing)

Card knowledge - Production methods
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Method

o Design the image

o Image drawn on stones –

one colour per stone 

o Printed from stones 

Artist drawn images on postcards
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Mono-colour lithographic

Chromolithograph postcards
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Light is passed through the negative and through a “half tone

screen” (a mesh with a fine grid of lines) to create an array of equi-

spaced dots on a photosensitive plate.

In the lighter areas of the picture the dots are smaller and further

apart, whereas in the darker areas they are larger and closer

together.

Mesh size ranges from 65dpi for newspaper quality to 150dpi for

better quality.

Letterpress halftone

Photomechanically printed postcards
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Letterpress halftone



Letterpress halftone

This is an example of extension of technical information. 

It is not necessary to repeat this explanation on other cards.



Light is passed through a negative onto a gelatin covered plate –

the gelatin hardens unevenly according to the amount of light it

receives.

The harder the gelatine, the more ink it holds, the darker the print.

Printing was done directly from the gelatine covered plate, giving

a puckered, cracked appearance to the final print. .

Coloured overlays often done by half-tone screen printing,

appearing as dots over the base.

Collotype     (phototype, heliotype)
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50

Collotype 
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Collotype 



Real Photo Postcards

Contact-printed directly onto photo-sensitised postcard stock with a

pre-printed postcard back – or apply rubber stamp afterwards.
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1900 Eastman Kodak Brownie Camera -

100,000 sold within year

1902 Eastman Kodak, and others, produced

packs of printed back format cards -

3.5 inch by 5.5 inch

1903 Kodak 3A camera - postcard sized film

- 360,000 sold by 1915
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Combined automatic exposure,

printing and cutting.

Used roll of photographic paper

Could print words front or back

as required

Could produce 1,500 postcards

per hour.

Mechanisation – the Graber machine
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55
A useful website for further information



1 Nov 1876
First imprinted postcard (postal stationery)

The inland 1d rate lasted till December 1907

4 Jan 1899 Earliest known picture postcard (adhesive stamp)

1 July 1903
Divided back postcards allowed for inland 

transmission (to most other countries by 1906)

26 Sept 1907 New Zealand became a Dominion

16 Dec 1907 Inland postcard rate reduced to ½d

23 Sept 1915 Inland postcard rate increased to 1d 

1891 & 1903 

until 1907

From 1891 Book Post & from 1903 Printed Matter 

rate – ½d - second class service

Card knowledge – establishing date of publication  - e.g New Zealand 
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Card knowledge – extension re dating, and postal regulation
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Card knowledge – extension re dating, and postal regulation –

from December 1907 New Zealand was a Dominion (not a colony)
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Card knowledge – extension re dating, and postal regulation – printed 

matter and bookpost cards were permitted during certain periods.



Condition and Rarity  (30 points)

Condition – 10 points

Rarity  - 20 points 

Condition

Items selected should be the best possible quality available for 

the chosen subject. 

o Important items are of good quality 

o General items are of high quality 

o No poor quality items included, unless very important

o Used cards issued prior to “divided back” era may have 

writing on the view side
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Normally cards should have not have creases, stains, bent corners, 

holes, and not be faded or trimmed.

Would you use this card?   Yes, if essential to the story.
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Rarity

Rarity is directly related to the difficulty in finding such postcards.

Rare items should be highlighted by the exhibitor.

o Rarity depends on the original supply, the popularity at time of 

issue, and current collector demand. 

o Rarity statements should be factual  - source of information 

given if possible. (Don’t use terms such as “unique”, “scarce” 

or “rare”)
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Market value is not always an indicator of rarity.

Private postcards.
“Collectable”  postcards
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Earliest-known privately 

produced real photo 

postcard recorded in New 

Zealand.

On Kodak postcard stock.

June 1904.

“Do you recognise this? 

It is one of my own 

manufacture”



That’s it!

The most important part of the presentation today is how to

extend technical knowledge beyond what is provided or obvious

on the postcard itself.

Remember  . . . 

Technical information should extend beyond the basic 

information  printed on the postcards.

Knowledge should be demonstrated across the exhibit, rather than 

necessarily for each postcard.
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Books & websites

o Auction websites (price not necessarily rarity)

o Specialist books of photographers & publishers

Books on collecting/exhibiting

o Collecting & Exhibiting Picture Postcards; Seija Riitta Laakso

o Picture Postcards of the Golden Age; Tonie & Valmai Holt

o Collecting Picture Postcards; Geoffrey Godden

o The Picture Postcard and its Origins; Frank Staff

Websites on printing methods

o http://www.graphicsatlas.org/identification

o http://www.metropostcard.com
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http://www.graphicsatlas.org/identification
http://www.metropostcard.com/

